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ABSTRACT 

This paper argues that in interactions among teenagers at a secondary school in Antwerp one can find 

indications of a shift taking place in the connotation potential and usability of a traditionall┞ け┘hiteげ urban 

dialect. Although multi-ethnic teenagers clearly distinguished between jocular uses of Antwerp dialect and 

their own, regular, voice, and although they explicitly associated the dialect with hostile ethnic others, in 

their interactional practices it was often hard to find evidence of an insider-outsider perspective. Instead, 

exaggerated uses of Antwerp dialect often highlighted (potential) incidents between pupils and teachers, 

while much more modest uses of it peヴ┗aded ke┞ iﾐfoヴﾏaﾐtsげ peヴsoﾐal, non-jocular and non-standard 

vernacular. So, even if ethnicity was much more speakable for interpreting local linguistic differences, 

teeﾐageヴsげ actual use of Antwerp dialect features seemed to suggest they were actively engaging with 

processes of class stratification.  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Social class isnげt usuall┞ as speakaHle as ethnicity/race or gender in public discourse about urban 

youth nor in interactional sociolinguistic research on teenage language use. Some have argued, 

however, that the strong emphasis on ethnicity/race in interpreting and naming urban teenage 

language unduly constrains the range of other social dimensions that these practices may address. 

Assuming that linguistic varieties or features are essentially ethnic precludes the explanation of the 

processes of meaning assignment through which speakers in interaction come to understand the 

relation between verbal signs and socio-cultural meanings (such as ethnicity) and in accordance to 

which they style their own identities and speech (Benor 2010; Eckert 2008; Jaspers 2008; and see 

Chun 2011). Others have indicated, moreover, that there may be serious reasons for appreciating the 

social class foundation of many of the urban (multi-)ethnic speech practices that have been studied 

in the last two or three decades (Rampton 2011).  

My goal here is to show how in the practical experience of multi-ethnic teenagers in Antwerp, 

Belgium, a traditionally white urban dialect can be subject to evolving sense-making, that is, to a 

process in which it is increasingly assigned class rather than ethnic meanings. More particularly, I 

shall in this paper show that although teenagers conventionally perceived Antwerp dialect as the 

voice of an older, white and hostile other, [1] they frequently stylised the dialect at school to tune 

into impending or increasing institutional rather than interethnic asymmetries; and [2] used it also 

authentically, i.e. in synchrony with the young, non-posh self-identities they maintained in their 

routine speech practices. I will argue that these data suggest a shift in the indexical valence of 

Antwerp dialect that corresponds with how these youngsters are positioning themselves in a socially 

stratified society.  

 

 

2. ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT 

The data for this paper come from a two-year ethnographic study at an urban multi-ethnic secondary 

school ふheﾐIefoヴth: けCit┞ “Ihoolげぶ aヴouﾐd the tuヴﾐ of the Ieﾐtuヴ┞ iﾐ Aﾐt┘eヴp, Belgiuﾏ, aﾐd ﾏoヴe 
precisely of late teenagers (16 to 21) in a technical curriculum track

1
. I concentrated on two 

classrooms majoring in electro-mechanics which were dominated, both in number and amount of 

talk, by male students of Moroccan descent
2
. All students had working class backgrounds, and given 

their technical educational track they all seemed on their way to a similar position as their parents. 

None of these students was interested in getting good grades, but they generally liked going to 

                                                           
1 A version of this paper is currently being submitted to Journal of Sociolinguistics.  
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school since it was a place where they said they enjoyed seeing their friends and where they could 

get ﾏoヴe ﾏaヴketaHle ケualifiIatioﾐs thaﾐ iﾐ aﾐ けeasieヴげ, ┗oIatioﾐal eduIatioﾐal tヴaIk. ‘elatioﾐs 

between staff and students were relatively congenial, although the two classes I visited tended to 

have a reputation for being difficult to handle.  

The school policy was explicitly multicultural, and so at the time at least it took an explicit 

stance against widespread hostility and racism vis-à-vis ethnic minorities in Flemish Belgium. 

Antwerp as a city stood out as a centre of such hostility given that from the early 1990s onwards, the 

extreme rightist party Flemish Bloc (Vlaams Blok, in Dutch
3
) managed to gain approval of almost a 

third of the Antwerpian electorate. There were (and still are) salient links in Flemish public discourse 

between young ethnic minority males and violence, crime, and language deficiency (see Blommaert 

and Verschueren 1998). Interethnic relations between students in class were not extremely good, 

however. Despite reports of earlier cross-ethnic friendships both in and out of school, white and 

ethnic minority students hung out at different places in the school playground and did not mingle 

apart from their time in class, where they mostly sat grouped apart from each other, with one or two 

exceptions. Moreover, white students were often the butt of jokes, and simplifyingly put, when 

ethnic minority students talked and made fun in class, white students were silent or barely self-

selected in public. 

T┞piIal of ethﾐiI ﾏiﾐoヴit┞ studeﾐtsげ ┘it aﾐd doﾏiﾐaﾐIe iﾐ theiヴ Ilassヴooﾏ ┘as that the┞ 
Ioﾏplaiﾐed, iﾐ eIho of e┝istiﾐg disIouヴses oﾐ ethﾐiI ﾏiﾐoヴities, that theiヴ ┘hite Ilassﾏates さdidﾐげt 

┘aﾐt to adaptざ. Aﾐd ┘heﾐ t┘o ┞eaヴs lateヴ ヴelatioﾐs had iﾏpヴo┗ed soﾏe┘hat, alHeit ┘ith otheヴ ┘hite 
Ilassﾏates, the Ihaﾐge ┘as e┝plaiﾐed as さthe┞げヴe ﾏoヴe like us ﾐo┘ざ.4

 けBeiﾐg ﾏoヴe like usげ iﾐ faIt 
ﾏeaﾐt paヴtiIipatiﾐg iﾐ ┘hat ┘as Ialled けdoiﾐg ヴidiIulousげ, which involved faking co-operative 

enthusiasm or giving confusing or inappropriate answers in class that sometimes considerably 

disturbed the rhythm and fluent organisation of what were seeﾐ as けHoヴiﾐgげ oヴ too けseヴiousげ situatioﾐs 
such as lessons or research interviews without being entirely unruly (cf. Foley 1990; Grahame and 

Jardine 1990; Jaspers 2005). How did these practices relate to existing discourses about the world 

these youngsters inhabited?  

 

 

3. ESTABLISHED DISCOURSES 

Given the tense inter-ethnic relations at a macro-level and the somewhat frosty relations at micro-

level, racism and inter-ethnic (usually spoken of as intercultural) relations were an established topic 

of discussion. They were explicitly topicalised in social studies classes, and ethnic minority students 

easily reported being stereotyped as criminals, getting excluded from night clubs, receiving unequal 

and humiliating treatment from the police, or they told about experiencing racism in the schools they 

had attended before the City School. But regardless of the tensions at macro-level and their relations 

with white classmates, the ethnic minority students I observed felt at ease and unthreatened, and 

often brought racism and stereotyping self-mockingly into the daily proceedings. Thus, they wrote 

racist slurs next to a bad mark on a test they received back, and joked about asking for extra marks as 

a Ioﾏpeﾐsatioﾐ foヴ the teaIheヴげs supposed ヴaIisﾏ;  the┞ ┘ould shout けHEY ‘ACI“T“げ iﾐ the sIhool 
corridor to see if aﾐ┞Hod┞ ┘ould tuヴﾐ aヴouﾐd aﾐd so けpヴo┗eげ to He oﾐe, oヴ oﾐ oﾐe oIIasioﾐ Noヴdiﾐ 
suggested iﾐ Ilass that ﾏ┞ paヴeﾐts ┘ould He teヴヴified that theiヴ soﾐ fouﾐd hiﾏself dail┞ さiﾐ a 
Ilassヴooﾏ full of foヴeigﾐeヴsざ Hut ┘ould He ヴelie┗ed to fiﾐd out these foヴeigﾐeヴs pヴo┗ided hiﾏ さ┘ith 
e┗eヴ┞thiﾐgざ, that is, ┘ith IoﾐtヴaHaﾐd. Jokiﾐg aHout ヴaIisﾏ ┘as out of Houﾐds foヴ ┘hite Ilassﾏates, 
however.  

Students were also well aware of educational hierarchies. The City School only offered 

technical and vocational education, which implied that a large part of its students had been failed in 

けHetteヴげ schools offering general (i.e., university destined) education ふけA“Oげぶ. So, the students I 

followed often compared their subject matter to ASO, estimated how ASO it looked to decide if it 

┘as too diffiIult oヴ to IuヴH teaIheヴ eﾐthusiasﾏ ふNoヴdiﾐ: さﾏiss, slo┘ do┘ﾐ, ┘e ﾐeed to He aHle to 
follow, ┞ou kﾐo┘ざぶ. Oﾐe studeﾐt e┗eﾐ said: さJaspeヴ5

 is the only one who puts himself oﾐ ouヴ le┗elざ, 
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while I was sanctioned on other occasions for using too difficult words and being a whiz-kid. At the 

same time, disparaging comments were regular about following vocational education.  

Finally, it ┘asﾐげt uﾐIoﾏﾏoﾐ for teachers and students to engage in explicit metalinguistic 

comments about linguistic norms. The school policy was explicit that Standard Dutch was the only 

acceptable variety at school, and it prohibited the use of home languages on the grounds that this 

would exclude those who wouldﾐげt He aHle to uﾐdeヴstaﾐd theﾏ. “oﾏe staff ﾏeﾏHeヴs iﾐdeed 
reminded students of classroom monolingualism (others did not care as long as other language use 

┘asﾐげt too ﾐois┞ぶ, aﾐd also IoヴヴeIted DutIh laﾐguage use iﾐ Ilass H┞ poiﾐtiﾐg out dialeItal foヴﾏs and 

suggesting standard alternatives. Students sometimes invoked those roles to silence other 

classmates, and Moroccan-Flemish students often identified ┘hite Ilassﾏates as speakiﾐg けtoo 
dialeItalげ aﾐd thus けHadげ DutIh aIIoヴdiﾐg to staﾐdaヴd laﾐguage e┝peItations.  

In interviews, Standard Dutch was consistently associated with politeness, professional 

futuヴes aﾐd iﾐtelleItual authoヴit┞, Hut ┘heﾐ pヴessed to aﾐs┘eヴ ┘h┞ the┞ didﾐげt speak it ﾏoヴe ofteﾐ 
studeﾐts ﾏeﾐtioﾐed it ┘as けﾐeヴd┞げ, けstaﾐdoffishげ, けtoo peヴfeItげ aﾐd uﾐﾐeIessaヴ┞ iﾐ theiヴ Iuヴヴeﾐt 
situation as a student (see Jaspers 2006 for more details). Antwerp dialect emerged in interviews as a 

┗aヴiet┞ that ﾐoHod┞ spoke ヴeall┞ ┘ell Hut eﾐjo┞ed ﾏessiﾐg aHout ┘ith as it さsouﾐded so fuﾐﾐ┞ざ. 
White students said the┞ didﾐげt speak けthe ヴeal dialeItげ aﾐ┞ﾏoヴe, that it ┘as soﾏethiﾐg of oldeヴ 
speakeヴs, さtヴue Aﾐt┘eヴpiaﾐsざ ┘hoﾏ さ┞ou Iouldﾐげt uﾐdeヴstaﾐd if the┞ spoke ヴeal Aﾐt┘eヴpiaﾐざ. Otheヴ 
studeﾐts added that these oldeヴ, autheﾐtiI Aﾐt┘eヴpiaﾐs ┘eヴe さaﾐti-soIialざ, さﾏaヴgiﾐalざ, さfaヴﾏeヴ-likeざ, 
aﾐd t┞pified theﾏ as people さHus┞ gettiﾐg dヴuﾐk iﾐ the puHざ, Ioﾏplaiﾐiﾐg さHヴoadl┞ざ aHout ha┗iﾐg a 
lack of money or not having enough drink and encouraging each other in a laddish way. Clearly, both 

Standard Dutch and Antwerp dialect can He ┗ie┘ed as け┗oiIes of the otheヴげ, aﾐd Hoth get attヴiHuted 
quite uncool social meanings that these teenagers seem to be putting themselves above. And in the 

eyes of Flemish-Moroccan students, Antwerp dialect was also related to racism:  

 

Example 1. This isﾐげt possiHle aﾐyﾏore 
Interview with Nordin, Mourad and Jamal, all of Moroccan descent. Simplified transcription.  

 

Original English translation 

 

Nordin:  meestal wordt da tegen ons gebruikt door ouwere 

 mensen hé van Antwerpen 

JJ:  hoe da? Is da? 

Mourad: ja 

JJ:  komde da tegen? 

Nordin: sﾐapte? ﾐee ┗ヴoegeヴ as ┘ij aaﾐげt ┗oetHalleﾐ ┘aヴeﾐ 

 tegeﾐ ieﾏaﾐd zijﾐ ge┗el of zo さHEI SCHTOPT  

 ERMEEざ ぷlaIhtへ sﾐapte? ぷlaIhtへ 
JJ: [lacht] 

Mourad: of zo eeﾐtje iﾐ ﾐe ヴepoヴtage ┗aﾐ げt Vlaaﾏs Blok zo 

Nordin: さHEI KLOETZAKKENざ 

JJ:  [lacht] 

Nordin:  snapte, zo, en dan pakken wij dat over voor de 

 grap hé 

Jamal:  da kan naa niemeer hé 

Mourad: of ﾐe ヴepoヴtage ┗aﾐ けt Vlaaﾏs Blok hé Noヴdiﾐ 

Nordin: of eh da kan na niemeer hé 

Mourad: reportage van げt Vlaams Blok, zoげﾐ oud  
                  ﾏadaﾏﾏeke: さdaげs sIhaﾐdalig! eﾐ …ざ keﾐde da? 

 

Nordin:  ﾏostl┞ itげs spoken to us by older people from  

Antwerp, init? 

JJ: how so? Is it? 

Mourad: yes 

JJ:  does that happen? 

Nordin:  dげ┞げ see?no before, when we were playing football  

agaiﾐst soﾏeHod┞げs housefヴoﾐt oヴ soﾏethiﾐg like 

 that さHEY QUIT IT!ざ ぷlaughsへ dげ┞ou see? [laughs] 

JJ: [laughs] 

Mourad:  or one like- in a documentary on the Flemish Bloc  

Nordin:  さHEY ASSHOLES!ざ 

JJ: [laughs] 

Nordin:  dげ┞ou see, and then we take that on for fun eh 

 

Jamal: this isnげt possiHle anymore   

Mourad:  or a documentary on the Flemish Bloc eh Nordin 

Nordin:  or uh this isﾐげt possiHle anymore 

Mourad:  documentary on the Flemish Bloc ,comes an old 

                  little lad┞ さitげs a disgヴaIe! aﾐd ...ざ, Dげ┞ou kﾐo┘? 

  

 

Thus, in this fragment, and also on a number of other occasions
6, けoldeヴ peopleげ aヴe ideﾐtified as 

white, angry and extreme-rightist, who call names at children infringing on their territory and 

iﾐdigﾐaﾐtl┞ Heﾏoaﾐ that theiヴ Heha┗iouヴ isﾐげt possiHle oヴ toleヴaHle aﾐ┞ﾏoヴe. The conventional 

pヴo┝iﾏit┞ iﾐ Eﾐglish Het┘eeﾐ sa┞iﾐg that thiﾐgs aヴe けa Iヴiﾏeげ oヴ けa disgヴaIeげ ﾏa┞ perhaps capture 

some of the resonance or the criminalizing potential of these complaints, as also Mourad illustrates 
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at the end of the example. These negative meanings only add to the けotheヴげ ケualities of Aﾐt┘eヴp 
dialect for ethnic minority students. Incidentally, the example above also illustrates that a variety 

that isﾐげt ﾐoヴﾏall┞ seeﾐ as ethﾐiI ふsiﾐIe it is spokeﾐ H┞ loIal ┘hites, and since much sociolinguistic 

work has not tended to see ethnicity as an attribute of the white mainstream) can be viewed as such 

by those who are usually labeled as ethnic minorities (cf. Eckert 2008).  

 Iﾐ suﾏ, aﾐd iﾐ Ioﾐtヴast to CoIkﾐe┞げs status iﾐ a Loﾐdoﾐ iﾐﾐeヴ-city school (Rampton 2006), 

Antwerp dialect does not only appear to get marginalized in official educational discourse, but is also 

pejorated by an influential group of students in my data as easily evoking the frame of racism or 

interethnic animosity. If these indexical meanings suggest that Antwerp dialect was quite 

uﾐattヴaIti┗e aﾐd Ioﾐﾐotatioﾐall┞ けdiヴt┞げ, I will show in the next paragraphs that it was highly 

ヴeIヴuitaHle foヴ ﾏessiﾐg aHout aﾐd けdoiﾐg ヴidiIulousげ, aﾐd ﾏoヴe iﾐ paヴtiIulaヴ, foヴ IoﾐstヴuItiﾐg 
passionate mock indignation and criticism. On many of these occasions, however, it is difficult to find 

allusions to an insider-outsider perspective, as the explicit commentary above on Antwerp dialect 

would seem to suggest. Instead, exaggerated, stylised Antwerp dialect often seems to flag an 

authority-subordinate relation.  

 

 

4. INTERACTIONAL PRACTICES  

This paper draws on a data-set of 85 examples of stylised Antwerp dialect (compared to 31 examples 

of stylised Standard Dutch in the data), identified in 35 hours of audio-recordings. Stylisations are 

usuall┞ desIヴiHed as さﾏetaliﾐguistiI episodesざ, oヴ as さsﾏall pieIes of secondary representation 

inserted into the flow of practical activity – moments of social commentary on some aspect of the 

aIti┗ities oﾐ haﾐdざ ふ‘aﾏptoﾐ ヲヰヰヶ: ヲヱΒぶ. These iﾐ┗ite otheヴs to ﾏoHilise theiヴ HaIkgヴouﾐd 
knowledge of language and society to work out ┘hat ヴepヴeseﾐtatioﾐ of soﾏeoﾐe elseげs ┗oiIe is 
actually evoked, how it can be reconciled with current circumstances, and whether this verbal 

projectile is appropriate, funny, or not (Rampton 2006: 224-225; cf. also Coupland 2007). They are, in 

other words, eye-catching examples (although some are more modest) of what Cooren views as a 

Ioヴe featuヴe of all huﾏaﾐ iﾐteヴaItioﾐ, ┗iz., け┗eﾐtヴiloケuisﾏげ oヴ さthe pheﾐoﾏeﾐoﾐ H┞ ┘hiIh aﾐ aItoヴ 
makes another actor [or actors, or things] speak through the production of a gi┗eﾐ utteヴaﾐIeざ ふヲヰヱヰ: 
1). Characteristically, stylisations function as a cue for others to infer that its producer sees the act or 

event that induces the stylisation as typical of the social characteristics the stylisation evokes (what 

Goffman would desIヴiHe as けヴeadiﾐg aIts as s┞ﾏptoﾏsげ ふヱΓΑヱ: ΓΑぶぶ. Did this definition apply to the 

stylisations in my data? 

 

4.1. Passionate mock indignation and criticism 

To be sure, for a number of the examples in my data it was difficult to see what extra meaning a 

sudden switch to Antwerp dialect added to the ongoing proceedings, and it would probably make 

ﾏost seﾐse to defiﾐe these ┗oiIe Iolouヴiﾐgs as ﾏeヴe けsouﾐd pla┞げ. Theヴe ┘eヴe eIhoes, too, of the old 
voices mentioned in the interviews. On two separate occasions Imran and Faisal both switched into 

aﾐ Aﾐt┘eヴpiaﾐ ┗oiIe ┘heﾐ the┞ ┘eヴe iﾏitatiﾐg a peヴsoﾐa ﾏakiﾐg ヴefeヴeﾐIe to けthe old da┞sげ aﾐd to 
how arduous the circumstances then were. But apart from how impressive their impersonation was 

and from how much it was appreciated after its production, these brief imitations were part of a 

narrative and would be difficult to reconcile with a perspective that sees them as an implicit 

comment on the activities on hand or on the narrative itself.  

In a number of other cases, though, Antwerp dialect appeared to underline indignation about 

ヴeal oヴ peヴIei┗ed iﾏpヴopヴieties. Foヴ a ┘hile at least, the Ioﾏplaiﾐt さthis ふsiﾏplyぶ isﾐげt possiHle 
anymoreざ seヴ┗ed as a ヴuﾐﾐiﾐg gag, aﾐd ┘heﾐe┗eヴ it ┘as pヴoduIed, it ┘as ofteﾐ ヴespoﾐded to ┘ith a 
chorus of approving echoes and slowly shaking heads, leaving others to find out whatever was 

commented on as an inappropriate event or behaviour – ofteﾐ it didﾐげt seeﾏ to ヴefeヴ to aﾐ┞ 
infraction at all or it was difficult to retrieve it from the audio recordings which particular act was 

focused on. In other examples the referent was unambiguous, as when Mourad mock-complained 

さIげ┗e told you didﾐげt I ﾏate, those girls of todayざ ┘heﾐ he felt soﾏe giヴls ﾐeaヴH┞ ┘eヴe Ihattiﾐg too 
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loudly while he was being interviewed, temporarily putting on and using linguistic material that all 

paヴtiIipaﾐts kﾐo┘ doesﾐげt Heloﾐg to his けヴealげ ┗oiIe Hut ┘hiIh allo┘s hiﾏ to He iヴoﾐiI at the saﾏe 
time as address some girls uninvitedly. A similar use of Antwerp dialect was made to produce mock 

IヴitiIisﾏ. Oﾐ oﾐe oIIasioﾐ, Noヴdiﾐ, ┘ho ┘asﾐげt e┝aItl┞ uﾐiﾐteヴested iﾐ giヴls, loudl┞ held Johaﾐ ふa 
white Flemish classmate) accountable for kissing his girlfriend on the playground (HEY PERVERT! DO 

YOU HAVE TO DO THIS EVERYWHERE?) and later on in the Ioヴヴidoヴ ふけdoﾐげt do so dirty, ﾐot iﾐ the 
corridorげぶ aﾐd oﾐ aﾐotheヴ, Kaヴiﾏ ┘aヴﾐed Dヴiss ふHoth of MoヴoIIaﾐ desIeﾐtぶ to さTAKE A BREATH MAN, 

HEY, STAY OFF THOSE CIGARETTESざ afteヴ Dヴiss suddeﾐl┞ Ihoked aﾐd had a Ioughiﾐg fit ふHut ┘asﾐげt 
smoking). Typically, on these and on other occasions, there were no remedies provided, and the 

stylisation frequently served as a point of departure for shared laughter and more elaborate 

interaction (Johaﾐ gヴiﾐﾐiﾐgl┞ ヴeplied け┞esげ to Noヴdiﾐげs ヴhetoヴiIal ケuestioﾐ, the giヴls ┘eヴe aﾏused H┞  
Mouヴadげs ﾏoIk Ioﾏplaiﾐtぶ. “o, otheヴ thaﾐ iﾏputiﾐg the soIial IhaヴaIteヴistiIs iﾐde┝ed H┞ the st┞lised 
variety to those who are seen to commit the transgression (cf. Ramptoﾐげs ふヱΓΓヵ: ヱヴヲ-148) discussion 

of critical Stylised Asian English), switches to a markedly Antwerp voice and critically homing in on a 

fake impropriety (kissing, coughing, chatting) appeared to invite a period of heightened access and 

shared laughter between criticizer and critized.   

  Obviously, there can be much pleasure in seeing others trying to relate a bombastic reproach 

to their current circumstances and witnessing their temporary puzzlement before they realise it was 

all meant in jest. But it would also be hard to disregard the fact that angry, indignant or critical voices 

are typical of public statements at schools, where many pupils are frequently singled out for such 

addresses. And in a number of cases, mock-critical stylisations were indeed oriented to school 

business and to occasions when institutional control, classroom order, discipline and evaluation were 

at issue. Here, improprieties were often less fictive and criticism was almost always formulated 

within classroom walls rather than on the playground or in the cyberpub. Accordingly, I found 

st┞lisatioﾐs as さﾐo┘ youげ┗e goﾐe too farざ, さYOUげ‘E TOO LATEざ, aﾐd さthat was the last timeざ, さlast 

chance mateざ aﾐd a pseudo-peヴﾏissioﾐ as さgo ahead, write on the tableざ, ┘hiIh ┘eヴe all diヴeIted to 
classmates who had in fact been reproached already, who had indeed entered the class late or who 

were writing something on the table. Here is one example in full: 

 

Example 2. Being funny again?  
Participants: Faisal [Moroccan-Flemish, 17, wearing a collar microphone], Erik [white Flemish, 19], Bülent [Turkish-Flemish, 

17]. Dヴaﾏa Ilass is aHout to staヴt. E┗eヴ┞Hod┞げs eﾐteヴiﾐg the paヴt┞ hall ふ┘heヴe theヴe is a podiuﾏぶ. Mヴ DM has just oヴdeヴed all 
students to go and sit down on the podium and form a circle.  Antwerp dialect is in bold face, Arabic in italics.

7
  

 

Original 

 

English translation 

1    Faisal:  [    ] [.] ALL MY PEOPLE TOGETHER 

2    ?:         (   ) 

3                [gerommel] [2.0] 

4    Faisal: HE 

5                [gerommel – iets valt van het podium]  

6    Erik:    (           ) allei joeng 

                    
7    ?:         [gelach] 

8    Faisal:  isげt ┘eeral plezANT ja? 

              
9    Bülent: [lacht] ([ ] gij zij        ) 

10  Faisal:  slijmbal echt zo (ja ja)  

11  Bülent: [lacht] 

1   Faisal:  Iﾐ god’s ﾐaﾏe [.] ALL MY PEOPLE TOGETHER 

2    ?:          (                                             ) 

3    [messing about ] [2.0] 

4    Faisal:   HEY 

5     [messing about, something falls off the stage] 

6    Erik:      (         ) oh come on 

 

 

7    ?:           [laughs] 

8    Faisal:   are we being funNY AGain? 

 

9    Bülent: [laughs] (really ┞ouげヴe     ぶ 
10  Faisal:   slimeball really like (yeh yeh) 

11  Bülent:  [laughs] 

 

While all pupils aヴe gettiﾐg up the stage to sit do┘ﾐ iﾐ a IiヴIle, Faisalげs さall ﾏ┞ people togetheヴざ 
seems to comment on the circle formation, or perhaps on the fact that his friends are all sitting close 

to him or that Faisal wants them to. There is some messing about while everybody sits down (line 3), 

which invites a first reproach (line 4). The messing about continues and something (a satchel?), most 
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pヴoHaHl┞ Heloﾐgiﾐg to Eヴik, falls of the stage, leadiﾐg up to Eヴikげs Ioﾏplaiﾐt ふliﾐe ヶぶ. Faisal e┝paﾐds his 

pヴiﾏe iﾐ liﾐe ヴ aﾐd ﾐo┘ foヴﾏulates aﾐ けiﾐteヴヴogati┗e Ihalleﾐgeげ ふGoffﾏaﾐ ヱΓΑヱ: ヱヵヴぶ iﾐ Aﾐt┘eヴp 
dialeIt, iﾐ ┘hiIh heげs ﾐot aItuall┞ askiﾐg foヴ iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ, Hut offeヴiﾐg his addヴessees aﾐ oppoヴtuﾐit┞ 
to adjust their behaviour back in line with appropriate classroom conduct (in opposition to what is 

けfuﾐﾐ┞げぶ. Itげs uﾐIleaヴ if Faisalげs addヴessees ha┗e iﾐ faIt heaヴd oヴ aIIepted the Ihalleﾐge, Hut siﾐIe 
there is no explicit reaction, the reproach can be called successful interactionally (cf. Macbeth 1991) 

– whiIh ﾏa┞ also He illustヴated iﾐ Büleﾐtげs Ioﾏﾏeﾐt that Faisal appeaヴs to take as aﾐ appヴo┗al of 
how successfully he has managed to do something teacher-like, reason why Faisal labels himself a 

けsliﾏeHallげ.  
 Cleaヴl┞, it is the teaIheヴげs pヴeヴogati┗e to Iall attention to misbehaviour in class, but Faisal 

here seems to get away with it.
8
 The Antwerpian stylisation is notable however, as a typical teacher 

voice is arguably a Standard Dutch one (and there are examples of this in my data, cf. Jaspers 2006). 

In addition, teachers at the City School didﾐげt speak Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt in class (although some did in 

the teaIheヴげs ヴooﾏぶ. Iﾐteヴpヴetiﾐg ┘hat Faisal does as st┞lisiﾐg a けteaIheヴげ ┗oiIe ﾏight theヴefoヴe 
appear somewhat hasty. But on the other hand, public reproaching chimes in with the reference to 

the angry older speakers and the tense relations that students referred to in interviews. And there 

did seeﾏ to He a diヴeIt IoﾐﾐeItioﾐ Het┘eeﾐ teaIheヴsげ ┗oiIes aﾐd Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt, at least iﾐ the 
following two examples where teachers are caricatured through stylising Antwerp dialect. 

 

Example 3. Still here? 
At the start of an interview with Imran, Faisal en Jamal, Imran asks why Mourad, Brahim and Yassin are still standing in the 

room. (A couple of minutes earlier, they had entered the room uninvited, trying to escape the start of French class and a 

test in particular). 

 

Original version 

 

English translation 

1    Imran:    [stil:] moeste gulle nie naar de klas?    

2    ?:            [lacht] 

3    Jamal:    hei zitte gulle hier naa nog of wa?= 

                     [                 ]  

4    Faisal:    =ja zitte gulle hier naa nog of wa?   

                     [                   ] 

5    Mourad: [licht geërgerd:] ja-a. 

6    Faisal:    na al die jaren praktijk seg 

7    JJ:                                                | ik wil- ik wil ulle nie 

8                   wegjagen maar da ga een bitje zorgen da we  

9                   wa geconcentreerder eh  

 

1    Imran:    ぷケuietl┞:へ didﾐげt ┞ou ha┗e to go to Ilass?  

2    ?:       [laughs] 

3    Jamal:     hey are you guys still here or wha?= 

 

4    Faisal:     =yeh are you guys still here or wha? 

 

5    Mourad: [slightly irritated:] yea-ah. 

6    Faisal:      after all these years of practise come on 

7    JJ:                                                                  | I do- doﾐげt ┘aﾐt 
Β                     to shoo ┞a a┘a┞ Hut itげs goiﾐg to help us Heiﾐg 

9                     a bit more concentrated uh 

 

 

Imran asks Mourad, Bヴahiﾏ aﾐd Yassiﾐ if the┞ shouldﾐげt He oﾐ theiヴ ┘a┞ to Ilass, aﾐd sees his 
question recycled and stylised into Antwerp dialect by Jamal (line 3) and recompleted by Faisal (line 

4). The latteヴsげ ケuestioﾐ, though is far less timid thaﾐ Iﾏヴaﾐげs and appears to express impatience 

(with a stress on nog ふEﾐglish: けstillげぶ) that is ヴeIipヴoIated iﾐ Mouヴadげs lightl┞ iヴヴitated ヴepl┞ iﾐ liﾐe ヵ. 
Iﾐ liﾐe ヶ ho┘e┗eヴ, Faisal ヴeIoﾐstヴuIts his eaヴlieヴ ケuestioﾐ uﾐﾏistakeaHl┞ as a teaIheヴげs ヴepヴoaIh: he 
copies the intonation and the hardly dialectal speech style of Mr H, the technology teacher

9
, and 

pヴopositioﾐall┞  ヴeI┞Iles his o┘ﾐ Ioﾏplaiﾐt aHout his Ilassﾏatesげ pヴeseﾐIe iﾐ the ヴooﾏ iﾐto a 
teaIheヴげs Ioﾏplaiﾐt aHout theiヴ Ioﾐtiﾐuiﾐg pヴeseﾐIe as pupils at sIhool, ┘ho still have not seemed to 

leaヴﾐ ﾏuIh aﾐd keep failiﾐg theiヴ e┝aﾏs iﾐ spite of けall these ┞eaヴs of pヴaItiseげ ふi.e., ha┗iﾐg pヴaItiIal 
lessons). In the next example, we find a sharp and repeated reproach in Antwerp dialect which is 

based on a preceding reprimand from the English teacher, Ms M:  

 

Example 4. Adnan!  
In English class, Ms M is giving a quiz: she reads a number of statements on the Brits which the class has to point out as 

けtヴueげ oヴ けfalseげ. The aﾐs┘eヴs aヴe ﾐot foヴﾏall┞ e┗aluated. ‘ight afteヴ stateﾏeﾐt ヱヱ Adﾐaﾐ is siﾐgled out ┗eヴ┞ loudl┞, ┘hiIh 
unleashes hilarity with the rest of the class (Adnan is a pseudonym, and is left untranscribed).  
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Original version English translation 

 

1    Mevr M: eleven [.] 

2          THE BRITISH SPEAK ONLY ENGLISH 

3    Adnan:               | (          ) 

4    Imran:     (   ) 

5    Mevr M: AND EXPECT  

6    Adnan:       | (         )       

7    Mevr M: EVERYONE ELSE TO UNDERSTAND THEM 

8    ?:              mevrouw (                   )    

9    Mevr M:                  | ADNAN!!= 

10  Nordin  =[LAUGHS]  

11                  [HELE KLAS LACHT, JOELT EN GILT] (5.0) 

 

12  ?:              (     )  

13  Imran:     (  )  

14                   [gelach] 

15  Nordin:   ADNAN 

16  ?:              (        ) 

17  ?               [lachen] 

18  Nordin:   [lacht] ADNAN [lacht] 

19  ?               SSHSHT 

20  Faisal:      [lacht] 

21  Mevr M:  kunnen we misschien nog een poging wagen  

                        om nog 

22  Jamal:      [Arabisch?] [gelach] 

23  Mourad:  herhaalt da eens [.] nummer elf ( ) 

24  Nordin:    ADNANG 

25  Mevr M:  eleven [..]  

ヲヶ  Jaﾏal:      ﾏe┗ヴou┘ da zijﾐ kiﾐdeヴeﾐ けk gaaﾐ hieヴ ┘eg ┗aﾐ  
27                   dees school 

28  Imran:     [lacht] 

ヲΓ  Me┗ヴ M:  daげs ﾏissIhieﾐ eeﾐ goe gedaIht 

30  Adnan:                                             |hé mannen komaan  

 

1    Ms M:    eleven [.] 

2         THE BRITISH SPEAK ONLY ENGLISH 

3    Adnan:               | (          ) 

4    Imran:     (   ) 

5    Ms M:    AND EXPECT  

6    Adnan:       | (         )       

7    Ms M:    EVERYONE ELSE TO UNDERSTAND THEM 

8    ?:             miss (                   )    

9    Ms M:                       | ADNAN!!= 

10  Nordin   =[LAUGHS]  

11                    [WHOLE CLASS LAUGHS, CHEERS AND  

                        YELLS] (5.0) 

12  ?:             (     )  

13  Imran:     (  )  

14                  [laughter] 

15  Nordin:   ADNAN 

16  ?:             (        ) 

17  ?              [laughter] 

18  Nordin:   [laughs] ADNAN [laughs] 

19  ?               SHUSH 

20  Faisal:     [laugh] 

21  Ms M:     can we perhaps have another go at 

22  Jamal:     [Arabic?] [laughter] 

23  Mourad: just repeat this [.] number eleven (      ) 

24  Nordin:   ADNANG 

25  Ms M:      eleven [..]  

26   Jaﾏal:     ﾏiss these aヴe kids Iげﾏ goiﾐg to lea┗e this   
27                    school 

27   Ms M:     [hushed:] Nordin 

28   Imran:     [laughs] 

29   Ms M:     thatげs a good idea peヴhaps 

30   Adnan:        | hey come one guys  

 

 

Right after Ms M blows her top (she had already been reprimanding Adnan a couple of times already) 

and falls out of frame, she has to endure the seconds-long cheering and yelling of the whole class 

(line 11). Noヴdiﾐ ﾏoヴeo┗eヴ ヴepヴoduIes Ms Mげs ﾐaﾏed addヴess in lines 15 and 18, in line 18 already 

pヴoduIiﾐg a glottal stop at the staヴt of Adﾐaﾐげs ヴeal ﾐaﾏe ふけhげ-dropping is a typical feature of 

Antwerp dialect, [De Schutter 1999]). In line 24 Nordin even changes the [] at the end of Adﾐaﾐげs 
name into an [], again a typical feature of Antwerp phonology. In line 18 as well as 24 he als 

produces a strong Antwerp []. A bit later, right before quiz question 14, we find this:  
 

Original version English translation 

 

1    Youssef:  (  ) 

2    Nordin:   ADNAN 

3    Mevr M: AND FOURTEEN 

4    Youssef:  ( [Arabisch?] ) 

5    Nordin:   hei draaidaaw is oem joeng [.] Adnan 

                       [                ] 

6    Mevr M:                      | fourteen 

 

 
1    Youssef:  (  ) 

2    Nordin:   ADNAN 

3    Ms M:     AND FOURTEEN 

4    Youssef:  ( [Arabic?] ) 

5    Nordin:   hey just turn around mate [.] Adnan 

 

6    Mevr M:                      | fourteen 

 

 

In liﾐe ヲ Noヴdiﾐ agaiﾐ pヴoduIes Adﾐaﾐげs name with very strong Antwerp vowels and glottal stop up 

fヴoﾐt, aﾐd iﾐ liﾐe ヵ ┘e fiﾐd a t┞piIal teaIheヴ Ioﾏﾏaﾐd ふけtuヴﾐ aヴouﾐdげぶ iﾐ st┞lised Antwerpian: Nordin 

uses a bilabial [], preceded by a [ ]-diphthong which is typical in Antwerp dialect before a w-

consonant at word-end (De Schutter 1999; Nuyts 1989).  
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Itげs ヴele┗aﾐt to kﾐo┘ that Noヴdiﾐ had Heeﾐ puHliIl┞ ヴepヴoaIhed H┞ Ms M ┘heﾐ he Iaﾏe iﾐ ヱヰ 
minutes late, cheekily and mock-innocently humming a song while he knew very well that late-

coming was severely frowned upon by teachers, aﾐd that the ヴepヴoaIh didﾐげt go do┘ﾐ ┘ell ┘ith 
Nordin. He felt slighted, argued he had had business to take care of, and eventually sat down 

ﾏutteヴiﾐg he ┘asﾐげt Β ┞eaヴs old aﾐ┞ﾏoヴe ┘heﾐ Ms M ケualified his aIIouﾐt as けヴuHHishげ. Knowing this, 

it ﾏa┞ He ﾐot He uﾐヴeasoﾐaHle to see Noヴdiﾐげs paヴodiI ヴeI┞Iliﾐg of Ms Mげs ﾐaﾏed addヴess aﾐd its 
transformation into an Antwerpian stylisation as a late repartee or symbolic revenge for what 

happened earlier when he came in late. Since in doing so, he continues, albeit at a somewhat lower 

┗oluﾏe, to sa┗ouヴ the ﾏoﾏeﾐt of his teaIheヴげs outHuヴst aﾐd the suHseケueﾐt deヴisioﾐ that he Iaﾐ He 
sure Ms M does not really want to be reminded of. One could argue in addition, given the interview 

report above where Antwerp dialect is related to white angriness and indignation, that Nordin is 

portraying Ms M as an old racist bag and suggests institutional relations are reproductive of 

interethnic ones. Although this cannot be dismissed out of hand, we would have to overlook other 

parts of the data where:  

 

- in interviews, racism was consistently situated elsewhere, and old people were mentioned 

much more often as typical speakers of Antwerp dialect (although admittedly, teachers can 

He けold peopleげ too iﾐ the e┞es of their students);  

- relations between students and teachers were generally congenial, and if conflicts arose, 

they never (to my knowledge) related to ethnic relations. In fact, even if some teachers in 

private expressed less than benign opinions on ethnic minorities, as a teacher they were 

sometimes preferred over those who were politically leftist; and  

- it was very hard to find stylisations of Antwerp disaﾏHiguated ふas ┘ith けsliﾏeHallげ aHo┗e in 

e┝aﾏple ヲぶ ┘ith ヴefeヴeﾐIe to ヴaIe oヴ ヴaIisﾏ ふe.g., け┞eah thatげs ヴeall┞ ヴaIistげ, oヴ けaヴe ┞ou talkiﾐg 
┘hite?げぶ, aﾐd oﾐl┞ oﾐe st┞lisatioﾐ Ioﾐtaiﾐed aﾐ aHuse teヴﾏ that Iould He ヴelated to ヴaIe 
relations, whereas the one example in my data where students of Moroccan descent mock-

Ioﾏplaiﾐ iﾐ Ilass aHout t┞piIall┞ MoヴoIIaﾐ Heha┗iouヴ ふさitげs oﾐe of those MoヴoIIaﾐs agaiﾐざぶ is 
not produced in stylised Antwerp dialect.  

 

Also,  

 

- other than incompetent or highly accented Dutch (cf. Jaspers 2011, and see Rampton 1995), 

Antwerp dialect was not traditionally associated with ethnicity and race relations – only 

Moroccan-Flemish students regarded it as such in a couple of interview fragments; so, when 

it got stylised, it would have been very difficult for other students or teachers to discover 

け┘hat ヴepヴeseﾐtatioﾐ of soﾏeoﾐe elseげs ┗oiIe ┘as aItuall┞ e┗okedげ if the o┗eヴtoﾐes ┘eヴe 
meant to be ethnic and take potential offence at them;  

- iﾐ liﾐe ┘ith this, ヴatheヴ thaﾐ e┗okiﾐg ethﾐiIit┞ oヴ ヴaIisﾏ, Noヴdiﾐげs saヴdoﾐiI huﾏouヴ iﾐ the 
exaﾏple aHo┗e ﾏa┞ He said to pヴiﾏaヴil┞ ヴeside iﾐ Ioﾐtヴastiﾐg a t┞piIal けhighげ, aﾐd ヴestヴaiﾐed, 
teaIheヴ ┗oiIe ┘ith a けlo┘げ, out of Ioﾐtヴol, aﾐd iﾐeffeIti┗e Ioﾏplaiﾐaﾐtげs ┗oiIe that does ﾐot 
get what it wants. 

 

Finally, teacher-like stylisations of Antwerp dialect were not necessarily anti-teacher and sometimes 

supported the organisation of classroom conduct (cf. Rampton 2006: 280-283). This was clear in 

example 2; and at one point, when the technology teacher was ineffectively trying to address the 

whole class at the staヴt of the lessoﾐ, Noヴdiﾐ suIIeeded iﾐ doiﾐg just that H┞ sa┞iﾐg さwhen the big 

guys are talking, the little ones have to shut upざ. This Iaused IolleIti┗e laughteヴ, Hut it also pa┗ed 
the ┘a┞ foヴ the teaIheヴげs fiヴst suIIessful puHliI tuヴﾐ, ﾏaヴkiﾐg the actual beginning of the lesson. 

Therefore, and looking at the whole data-set, interpreting stylisations of Antwerp dialect as evoking 

or commenting on interethnic relations may be less useful than seeing them as typically produced at 

transitional moments where they underlined the changing interaction order, viz., they spotlighted an 

increasing asymmetry or emerging identity-hierarchy between students and authority figures on 
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moments such as: gettiﾐg uﾐdeヴ teaIheヴ Ioﾐtヴol at the staヴt of the lessoﾐ ふさ┘hen the big guys are 

talkiﾐg...ざ, e┝aﾏple ヲぶ, eﾐteヴiﾐg the Ilassヴooﾏ ふさgo ahead, ┘ヴite oﾐ the taHleざぶ, Heiﾐg dヴessed do┘ﾐ 
ふe┝aﾏple ヴぶ, Heiﾐg iﾐ a ヴooﾏ ┘heヴe oﾐe shouldﾐげt He ヴight Hefoヴe Ilass ふe┝aﾏple ンぶ, oヴ Heiﾐg 
identified as below standards (example 3), or putting somebody lower by faking a patronizing 

permission to speak (さyes baby yes baby say itざ, to a classmate).  

Obviously, stylising Antwerp dialect on such occasions was enjoyable, since students were 

seeﾏiﾐgl┞ けIoﾐtヴiHutiﾐg to Ilassヴooﾏ oヴdeヴげ aﾐd けdeseヴ┗edl┞ Ioﾏplaiﾐiﾐg aHout otheヴsげ uﾐ-

studeﾐtlike Heha┗iouヴげ ふtalkiﾐg, ┘ヴitiﾐg, ﾏessiﾐg aHout, still Heiﾐg theヴeぶ, ┘hile the┞ ┘eヴe aItuall┞ 
undermining classroom order in doing so, and spotlighted themselves, literally leaving a mark on the 

classroom traﾐsIヴipt ┘heﾐ studeﾐt ┗oiIes aヴe ideall┞ ﾏuIh ﾏoヴe suHdued. To He suヴe, a さ┘alled-in 

oヴgaﾐizatioﾐざ ふGoffﾏaﾐ ヱΓヶヱ: ヱヶヱ-162) such as a school where one is constantly accountable for 

showing engrossment in officially ratified activity may have been particularly daunting for the not 

immensely school-minded young men that I observed. And producing loud but not entirely 

inappropriate criticism may have conveniently vacillated between legitimately policing student 

behaviour and enjoying the emotion, voice volume and attention one gets while doing so. Such 

enjoyment may well have inspired the mock indignant, critical and very emotional voices outside 

Ilassヴooﾏ ┘alls ふIf. けthose giヴls of toda┞げぶ. Oヴ diffeヴeﾐtl┞ put, iﾐ Heiﾐg ﾏoIk-critical, students were 

safel┞ けIausiﾐg a Ioﾏﾏotioﾐげ ふIf. KuliIk ヱΓΓヶぶ H┞ さdヴa┘iﾐg oﾐ pヴeIisel┞ the same attitudes and 

invoking precisely the same kinds of language that are continually dヴa┘ﾐ oﾐ aﾐd iﾐ┗oked H┞ otheヴsざ 
to police and curb their own actions (1996: 6). Conversely, when things got out of hand, they were 

often quick to provide remedial action (lines 23 and 26 in example 4). It might be argued too that in 

zooﾏiﾐg iﾐ IoﾐspiIuousl┞ oﾐ otheヴsげ pヴesuﾏed ﾏisHeha┗iouヴ, studeﾐts ┘eヴe Hヴiefl┞ HeIloudiﾐg ┘ho 
had the moral authority to reprimand others and demand recompense, or at least were enhancing 

ambiguity at those moments authority figures usually reduce ambiguity and trim down the multitude 

of student voices so that it becomes one student cohort that can be addressed by the teacher as a 

whole. And clearly, in producing teacher-like voices with an Antwerpian accent, students were going 

against the conventional association between authority and standard variety, and in this way seemed 

to make these voices more emotional and hence less effective and authoritative.  

Important for our purposes here is that Standard Dutch was stylised on similar occasions: 

when the different educational paths of informants and the researcher suddenly surfaced, when 

there was a perception of heightened evaluation, or when requests and reproaches were formulated 

(see Jaspers 2006 for more details). Therefore, given the traditional associations of dialect and 

staﾐdaヴd laﾐguage as poiﾐtiﾐg at けlo┘げ aﾐd けhighげ figuヴes ヴespeIti┗el┞ ふsee the estaHlished disIouヴses 
above), st┞lisatioﾐs of Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt aﾐd “taﾐdaヴd DutIh さﾏade the soIioliﾐguistiI stヴuItuヴiﾐg of 
e┗eヴ┞da┞ life ﾏoヴe IoﾐspiIuousざ ふ‘aﾏptoﾐ ヲヰヰヶ, ヲヰヱヰぶ: the┞ flagged the e┝isteﾐIe, iﾐteﾐsifiIatioﾐ oヴ 
installation of institutional hierarchies in daily life at school in using varieties that are conventionally 

recognized as high or low. 

“uﾏﾏiﾐg up ┘hat Iげ┗e disIussed up till ﾐo┘, Iげ┗e desIヴiHed that ヴaIe/ethnicity was an 

important topic in explicit talk about social relations both within and outside school, and that 

Antwerp dialect seemed to have a lot of potential for evoking interethnic animosity. Nevertheless, in 

interactional practices where Antwerp dialect was stylised, it was difficult to lay finger on the 

evocation of an insider-outsider perspective, and it made more sense to see stylisations of Antwerp 

dialect as highlighting taken-for-granted differences between who is higher vs. lower, authoritative 

vs. deferent, in control/rational vs. out of control/emotional, as they are played out between insider 

participants. And in the following examples, where messing about with Antwerp dialect makes room 

for a more serious use of it, an insider-outsider perspective seems to be even further away when it 

becomes clear that dialect features can also merge with ethnic miﾐoヴit┞ teeﾐageヴsげ o┘ﾐ ┗oiIe.  
 

4.2. Antwerp dialect for the expression of self 

Looking at the data above, one could say that stylised Antwerp dialect (and Standard Dutch) hints at 

け┗aヴi-directional double-┗oiIiﾐgげ ふIf. Bakhtiﾐ 1984; Rampton 1995: 221-224; Chun 2009: 21), where a 

ヴepヴeseﾐted ┗oiIe oヴ soIial figuヴe is shaヴpl┞ distiﾐguished fヴoﾏ oﾐeげs o┘ﾐ ┗oiIe aﾐd ideﾐtit┞. But, 
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apart from the fact that a small-scale variationist analysis shows that Antwerp dialect and Standard 

DutIh featuヴes ┘eヴe aﾐ uﾐdeﾐiaHle paヴt of these teeﾐageヴsげ ヴoutiﾐe laﾐguage use aﾐd iﾐIoﾐspiIuous 
style-shiftiﾐg ふJaspeヴs ヲヰヱヱぶ, desIヴiHiﾐg the use of Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt iﾐ st┞lisatioﾐ oﾐl┞ as け┗aヴi-
diヴeItioﾐalげ ┘ould He haヴd to ヴeIoﾐIile ┘ith other stylisations where Antwerp dialect appeared to be 

けuﾐi-directionally double-┗oiIedげ oヴ iﾐ s┞ﾐIhヴoﾐ┞ ┘ith the utteヴeヴげs o┘ﾐ ┗oiIe aﾐd self-presentation. 

In the following examples, stylisations of Antwerp dialect become harder to distinguish from 

speakeヴsげ oヴdiﾐaヴ┞, authentic ways of speaking, and whatever criticism or abuse is formulated tends 

to be more in relation to the actual impropriety, act or event that caused it. I will in turn discuss 

largely jocular abuse, less jocular abuse, and assertive retorts.  

  

4.2.1 Jocular abuse 

Apaヴt fヴoﾏ st┞lisatioﾐs of Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt iﾐ a Iouple of けsouﾐdiﾐgげ oヴ け┘oofiﾐgげ sessioﾐs ふLaHo┗ 
1972: 297; Heller 1999: 223; Rampton 1995: 172), equipping somebody with a collar microphone 

typically led to quite a few (mostly jocular) reactions when I had walked away and students had the 

ﾏiIヴophoﾐe to theﾏsel┗es: さGRASSER! Do you know what we do with grassers? We just take their 

clothes off in the middle of the playground mateざ,  さIげﾏ goiﾐg to fuIk you ﾏateざ,  さHey look Jasper 

if you doﾐげt gi┗e ﾏe a ヱヰ oﾐ ヱヰ, Iげll fuIk your ﾏotherざ, “youげ┗e Heeﾐ to the Iops, I kﾐo┘ ┘here you 
li┗e ﾏaﾐ, Iげll just ruﾐ you o┗erざ, さIげll put ﾏy diIk iﾐto your ﾐoseざ, etI. It ┘asﾐげt al┘a┞s Ileaヴ ┘hetheヴ 
stylisations addressed their microphone wearing classmate or myself; aﾐd e┗eﾐ if the┞ ┘eヴeﾐげt all 
unambiguously mock, there was usually a lot of hilarity and peer-to-peer abuse too when they were 

produced, and they generally disappeared when everyone had gotten used to the presence of a 

microphone or forgot about it due to the lesson focus. Obviously, many of these threats are related 

to penetration, taking off clothes or being otherwise exposed, which may not be entirely 

inappropriate given the microphone-spoヴtiﾐg Ilassﾏateげs oヴ ﾏ┞ o┘ﾐ iﾐtヴusioﾐ iﾐto theiヴ peヴsoﾐal 
territory now that everything they said was being recorded. If all of the abuse above was still indirect 

(in the case I was the target), the following example was the only one where I was the direct 

addressee:   

 

Example 5. Little asshole 
Feedback interview with Faisal ふヲヰぶ aﾐd ‘afik ふヱΒぶ, Hoth of MoヴoIIaﾐ desIeﾐt. Weげ┗e just Heeﾐ disIussiﾐg oﾐe e┝aﾏple 
┘heヴe Faisal ┗eヴ┞ loudl┞ utteヴs さlittle assholeざ ┘alkiﾐg do┘ﾐ the Ioヴヴidoヴ. Faisal is suddeﾐl┞ suヴpヴised that the ┘hole 
interview is being recorded (the microphone is clearly visible on the table).  

 

Original version 

 

English translation 

1    Faisal: gげheHt da OPGENOMEN WAT DA ┘ij heHHeﾐ  
2      gezegd of wa? 

3    JJ:         hé ja d-da wel ja 

4    Faisal: amai ik had da nog geeneens door 

5    JJ             | ja [.] ja da kom- 

6    Rafik:                         | oulla [lachend:] ja ik ook nie           

7    JJ:         ja sorry maar dat is omdakik anders echt nie  

8   alles kan opschrijven 

9    Faisal: ja maar nee nee 

10  JJ:         | ik beloof dakik da aan niemand laat horen 

11  Faisal: daげs ﾐu ﾐog aaﾐ げt opﾐeﾏeﾐ of ┘a? 

12  JJ:         jaja 

13  Rafik:   ja ﾏaaヴ daげs ﾐiks 

14  Faisal:             | kloetzakske  

                                [   ] 

15               [gelach (3.0)] 

16  ‘afik:   げs geeﾐ pヴoHleeﾏ hé 

17   JJ:                   | [smile voice:] wacht zene [.] ik gaan is   

18    zien of ik eh [.] mag ik nog iets anders vragen? 

 

ヱ    Faisal: ┞ouげ┗e Heeﾐ ‘ECO‘DING WHAT WEげ┗e Heeﾐ  
2      saying or wha? 

3    JJ:         huh? Yeah I-I did so yeah  

ヴ    Faisal: Ioヴ I didﾐげt e┗eﾐ ヴealise  
ヵ    JJ             | ┞eh ぷ.へ ┞eh thatげs HeI- 

6    Rafik:                         | I swear [laughing:] yeh me neither          

Α    JJ:         ┞eh soヴヴ┞ Hut thatげs Ioz I really canげt ┘ヴite   

8   everything down otherwise 

9    Faisal: yeh but no no 

ヱヰ  JJ:         | I pヴoﾏise I ┘oﾐげt let aﾐ┞Hod┞ listeﾐ to it  
ヱヱ  Faisal: itげs still ヴeIoヴdiﾐg ﾐo┘ oヴ ┘ha? 

12  JJ:         yehyeh 

ヱン  ‘afik:   ┞eh Hut thatげs oka┞  
14  Faisal:             | little asshole                          

    

15               [laughter (3.0)] 

ヱヶ  ‘afik:   itげs ﾐo pヴoHleﾏ init 

17   JJ:                   | [smile voice:] just a sec [.へ Iげﾏ just goiﾐg      
18    to check if I uh [.] can I ask something else? 
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ヴヰ ﾏiﾐutes iﾐto the iﾐteヴ┗ie┘, Faisal suddeﾐl┞ ﾐotiIes ﾏ┞ ヴeIoヴdiﾐg de┗iIe ふliﾐe ヱぶ aﾐd sa┞s he ┘asﾐげt 
aware the interview was being taped, which Rafik also confirms (line 6). I provide an apology in line 7, 

┘hiIh Faisal doesﾐげt seeﾏ to aIIept, aﾐd pヴoﾏise iﾐ liﾐe ヱヰ I ┘oﾐげt shaヴe the ヴeIoヴdiﾐg ┘ith aﾐ┞oﾐe. 
However, in lines 11-12 Faisal finds out the device is still running – I could of course have turned it off 

immediately when they uttered their surprise and formally ask for permission – and now Faisal 

produces an abuse term that appears appropriately to compensate for the offence I have caused. Yet, 

a bit earlier in the interview, we had been explicitly discussing this term of abuse in one extract 

where Faisal uses it exaggeratedly, and at that point both teenagers explicitly qualified this term as 

typically white Flemish, overly civilized for Moroccan-Flemish youth and thus quite ineffective in any 

real conflict; here, though, the term is used in a much more subdued way, its humour residing more 

in its fitting use at that particular moment (in an appropriate interactional slot, and linking back to 

our discussion of the term), rather than in its ethnic overtones. In any case it unites all participants in 

laughteヴ ふliﾐe ヱヵぶ. ‘afikげs ヴepeated ヴelief ふliﾐe 13 and line 16) also minimizes the harm done and 

allows the interviewer to take up the thread. In the next example we find Faisal in a less jocular 

mood.  

 

4.2.2 Less jocular abuse  

 

Example 6. Iげﾏ fed up 
Feedback interview with Faisal [M-F 19], Imran [M-F, 19], Jamal [M-F, 18]. Faisal would like the interview to last two lesson 

hours, but I only got permission to keep him out of class for one hour. Faisal called me けYuヴiげ the ┘hole iﾐteヴ┗ie┘.    
 

Original version 

 

English translation 

1    JJ: [gaat met hand naar de knop  

2 om tape verder te spoelen] 

3    Faisal: NEENEENEENEE 

4    JJ:        ik ga een beetje verderspoelen . 

5    Faisal: neenee momentje momentje momentje 

6    Imran:                  | (      ) 

7    JJ:        jaja ﾏaaヴ げt gaat efkes laﾐg zijﾐ dus eh  
Β    Faisal: ha ça ┗a daげs goe ぷ..へ 
9  maar wij hebben toch twee urekes  

10   dus da kan geen kwaad 

11    JJ:       jaa [.] ja dat hangt ervan af 

12  Faisal: jajajajajaja nee da ga allem-  

13  agij da regelt mogen wij da ze 

14  Imran:|twee urekes                         

15  hebt gij na de speeltijd (ons nog) nodig? 

16  Faisal: ja hier na de speeltijd efkes terug eh [..]  

17 Joeri gij kunt da wel regelen hé Joeri 

18  JJ: ja da weet ik niet zo goe 

19  Faisal:                | komaan Joe- gげhaﾐgt ﾏげﾐ ┗oe- 

                                                    [                  ] 
20  JJ:                        | maar ge  

21 moet ook een bitje proberen om ook wa goeie [.]  

22 dinges eh [.] te zeggen hé en nie eh  

23  Jamal:  ja want eh 

24  Imran:         | ah ja (    ) 

25  Faisal:   | OKEE けK GA IET“ GOE  
26              ZEGGEN WACHT WACHT ik ga iets- 

 

1    JJ:  [moves hand to button  

2  to fast forward the tape] 

3    Faisal: NONONONO 

4    JJ:         Iげﾏ goiﾐg to fast foヴ┘aヴd a Hit 

5    Faisal: nono just a sec just a sec just a sec 

6    Imran:          | (                 ) 

7    JJ:         ┞eh┞eh Hut itげs goiﾐg to He a bit long now so uh  

8    Faisal:  oh oka┞ thatげs Iool [..] 
9   Hut ┘eげ┗e got t┘o houヴs aﾐ┞┘a┞   
10    so thatげs ﾐot a problem 

11    JJ:       yeah [.] yeh that depends  

12  Faisal:  ┞eh┞eh┞eh┞eh┞eh┞eh ﾐo thatげs ﾐo pヴoH-  

13   if you fix us up ┘eげヴe allowed you know 

14  Imran: |two hours                         

15   do you need (us again) after breaktime? 

16  Faisal:  yeh here after breaktime again a bit uh [..]  

17   Yuri you can fix us up canげt you Yuri 

18  JJ:   ┞eh ┘ell Iげﾏ ﾐot so suヴe 

19  Faisal:                  | come on Yu- Iげﾏ fe-          

                                           

20  JJ:               | Hut ┞ouげ┗e  
21   got to try a bit too to say some good [.]  

22   stuff uh [.] and not uh  

23  Jamal:  yeah coz uh 

24  Imran:         | of course (    ) 

25  Faisal:   | OKAY IげM GOING TO “AY 

26             SOMETHING GOOD WAIT WAIT Iげﾏ goiﾐg to- 

 

 

Wheﾐ iﾐ liﾐe Γ Faisal sa┞s けthe┞げ┗e got t┘o houヴs aﾐ┞┘a┞げ, he Ioﾐfヴoﾐts ﾏe ┘ith a fait aIIoﾏpli, 
suggesting that they have permission for two interview hours when in fact I had only asked for one,  

no doubt in order to escape an extra lesson. When I express doubts about this (line 11), Faisal points 

out that Iげﾏ ┘ell IapaHle of fi┝iﾐg theﾏ up ┘ith aﾐ e┝tヴa houヴ ふliﾐes ヱヲ-13 and 17). And while I again 

object to that Faisal puts in a stylised complaint (さIげﾏ fe-さ, shoヴt foヴ さIげﾏ fed up ┘ith ┞ouざ – the 
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Dutch full utterance would have been g’haﾐgt ﾏ’ﾐ voeteﾐ uit). This complaint in its turn gets 

iﾐteヴヴupted ﾏid┘a┞ H┞ ﾏ┞ o┘ﾐ ヴeケuest that Faisal should atteﾏpt to けsa┞ soﾏe good stuffげ ふFaisal 
hadﾐげt Heeﾐ paヴtiIulaヴl┞ helpful eaヴlieヴ oﾐ iﾐ the iﾐteヴ┗ie┘ぶ. Aﾐ utteヴaﾐIe as さIげﾏ fed up ┘ith ┞ouざ is 
in fact quite similar to the complaints and indignant voices that we discussed above, but here it 

would be difficult to point at a dramatic voice or any other scare quoting action that would point at 

the utteヴaﾐIeげs theatヴiIal IhaヴaIteヴ. Faisalげs Ilassﾏates aヴe ﾐeitheヴ fouﾐd laughiﾐg, Hut oﾐ the 
contrary seem to confirm my request at cooperation (lines 23-24), and Faisal is clearly not expressing 

his irritation with a fake impropriety but with a genuine obstacle on his way to another free hour. 

Coﾐseケueﾐtl┞ iﾐ this e┝aﾏple, theヴe is a ﾏuIh sﾏalleヴ gap Het┘eeﾐ self aﾐd ┗oiIe, oヴ aﾐ さoverlap of 

s┞ﾏHoliI e┗oIatioﾐ aﾐd peヴsoﾐal IoﾐIeヴﾐざ ふ‘aﾏptoﾐ ヱΓΓヵ: ヱヲンぶ ┘hiIh Hluヴs the Houndary between 

outgroup code and personal style. This boundary becomes even vaguer in the following example, 

where Antwerp dialect is used in protest against being dressed down.  

 

4.2.3 Assertiveness 

 

Example 7. Not a small child 
At the end of the English lesson (see example 4 above), Ms M calls Nordin aside to ヴepeat that he ┘oﾐげt He allo┘ed iﾐ Ilass 
agaiﾐ if heげs late, aﾐd oﾐIe ﾏoヴe this gi┗es ヴise to a disIussioﾐ.  

 

Original version English translation 

 

1    Mevr M: wat ik daarstraks gezegd heb [.]  

2       da meen ik wel hé 

3    Nordin:   wa? 

4    Mevr M: volgende keer kom jij nie na(ar) de les 

5    Nordin:                  | NEENEE  

6       hé meVROUW IK KOM HIER BINNEN [1.0]  

7       ik mag hier nie meer binnen of wa? 

8    Mevr M:                | ik zeg maar 

9       gewoon dat ik het meen en volgende  

10       keer ben je samen= 

11  Nordin:            | allee mevrouw zie 

12  Mevr M:  =met de rest in de klas [.] ja? 

13  Nordin:                                 |en DAN? [.]  

14       als er iemand anders nu te laat komt euh 

15      dan zoude gewoon niks zeggen 

                                          [  
16  Mevr M:               | euh Nordin [.]  

17      de ┗olgeﾐde keeヴ Heﾐ je op tijd daげs de ┗ヴijdag  
18      [.] ja? 

19                  [2.0] 

20  Nordin:  [   ] [.] けk zeﾐ kik geen klein kind niemeer ze  

                                                     [    ] 

21                  [2.0]      

22                  [Nordin loopt naar buiten, JJ blijft in de klas] 

23  Nordin:  en nu achter de rug roddelen    

 

1    Ms M:     what I told you an hour ago [.]  

2       I mean that you know 

3    Nordin:   wha? 

ヴ    Ms M:     ﾐe┝t tiﾏe ┞ou ┘oﾐげt He Ioﾏiﾐg to Ilass 

5    Nordin:               | NONO  

6       hey MISS I COME IN HERE [1.0]  

7       Iげﾏ ﾐot allo┘ed to Ioﾏe iﾐ aﾐ┞ﾏoヴe oヴ ┘ha? 

8    Ms M:                      | Iげﾏ oﾐl┞ sa┞iﾐg 

9       that I mean it and next time   

10       ┞ouげヴe togetheヴ= 

11  Nordin:            | come on miss look 

12  Ms M:     =with the rest of the class [.] okay? 

13  Nordin:                                      |so WHAT? [.]  

14      if anybody else would come late uh  

15      ┞ouげd He sa┞iﾐg just ﾐothiﾐg 

 

16  Ms M:           | uh Nordin [.]  

17      ﾐe┝t tiﾏe ┞ouげヴe oﾐ tiﾏe thatげs this Fヴida┞   
18      [.] okay? 

19                  [2.0] 

20  Nordin:  shit [.] Iげﾏ not a small child anymore   

 

21                  [2.0]      

22                  [Nordin walks out, JJ stays in class] 

23  Nordin:  and now gossiping behind the back    

 

 

When Ms M refers to heヴ eaヴlieヴ ヴepヴoaIh at the staヴt of the lessoﾐ, Noヴdiﾐ iﾐdiIates he doesﾐげt get 
the point, and this introduces an interactional conflict in which Nordin interrupts Ms M several times 

(lines 5, 11 and 13) and so precludes the formulation of the reproach and the production of a 

defeヴeﾐt けplaIe foヴ ﾐo talkiﾐgげ ふMacbeth 1991ぶ afteヴ it is foヴﾏulated ふalso see Ms Mげs iﾐteヴヴuptioﾐs of 
Noヴdiﾐげs ヴeHuttalsぶ. When in lines 16-18 Ms M finally manages to finish, Nordin surrenders and 

produces a silence which indicates he accepts the reproach. But as Ms M turns away and talks to 

somebody else, he produces a muttering afterburn (Goffman 1971: 152-153; 1981: 93), showing he 

feels patronized.
10

 In line 15 and 20, Nordin uses typical Antwerp diphthongs that were not a usual 

part of his routine speech (viz., [ 
] and [ ]). As mentioned above, Antwerp dialect got stylised on 
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tヴaﾐsitioﾐal ﾏoﾏeﾐts aﾐd ┘heﾐ hieヴaヴIhiIal ヴelatioﾐs HeIaﾏe ﾏoヴe pヴoﾏiﾐeﾐt, aﾐd Noヴdiﾐげs 

stylisations seem to contribute to that. But rather than producing a conspicuous performance in a 

voice that was (to be recognized as) distant to his own, Nordin is genuinely non-compliant vis-à-vis an 

institutional authority and uses features of Antwerp dialect to lend weight to what he says, to the 

extent that it becomes difficult to distinguish between what is stylised and what is not. In other 

┘oヴds, this is a Iase ┘heヴe さuﾐi-directional double-voicing shift[s] over into direct unmediated 

disIouヴseざ ふ‘ampton 1995: 223). Even though not all students used Antwerp dialect in this way, in 

this and a number of other cases Antwerp dialect ceases to be a socially colourful object that is 

さlooseﾐed fヴoﾏ ぷitsへ autheﾐtiIatiﾐg Ioﾐte┝t aﾐd HeIoﾏeぷsへ ﾏoヴe peヴfoヴﾏaﾐIe-likeざ ふIf. Couplaﾐd 
ヲヰヰヱ: ヱΒぶ, Hut iﾐstead gets さadopted ... iﾐ the eﾐuﾐIiatioﾐ of ぷoﾐeげsへ o┘ﾐ soIial ideﾐtitぷ┞へざ ふiHid., 
p.223).  

The fact that the same variety or features of it could be used both in opposition to and in 

tuﾐe ┘ith oﾐeげs ヴoutiﾐe ideﾐtity has certainly been described before (see Rampton 1995 on Stylised 

Asian English), but it is striking in this case that a variety that bathes in such a pejorative indexical 

light Iaﾐ iﾐteヴ┘ea┗e to this degヴee ┘ith speakeヴsげ o┘ﾐ ┘oヴds.11
  And to explain this we have to 

attend to the position of Antwerp dialect in an enduring socio-linguistic hierarchy.  

  

 

5. ANTWERP DIALECT IN A CLASS BASED LINGUISTIC HIERARCHY 

 

As others have already indicated, social personae, styles and the indexically meaningful resources 

they are made up of, are not free-floating but are part of a longer-standing, thoroughly hierarchized 

social world where socio-economic elites are distinguished from non-elites and semi-elites (see, e.g., 

Blommaert 2007; Jaspers 2010). These distinctions are made and legitimized according to 

widespread and ideologized standards of appropriateness, articulateness, educatedness and beauty 

which assign all available resources and their users a higher/lower, better/worse place vis-à-vis the 

standard. Bauman and Briggs (2003) have described in much detail how ideologies of language have 

played a fundamental role in the legitimation of these standards.  In fact, one could draw up a list of 

Hiﾐaヴ┞ opposites headed H┞ けstaﾐdaヴdげ aﾐd けdialeItげ that capture much of contemporary common-

sense about key social distinctions: high vs. low, refined vs. vulgar/broad, sophisticated vs. 

uneducated, reason vs. emotion, formal vs. informal, power vs. solidarity, overt vs. covert norms, 

modern vs. traditional, female vs. male etc. (see Bourdieu 1991; Gal 1995: 172-173; Pujolar 2001: 

137; Rampton 2006). Crucially, one dualism often helps to legitimate another, as much as taking up a 

positioﾐ iﾐ oﾐe dualisﾏ ofteﾐ geﾐeヴates assuﾏptioﾐs aHout aﾐ iﾐdi┗idualげs position in the other 

symbolic hierarchies (Stallybrass and White 1986: 3).  

 In my data too, this cultural semantic was largely reproduced in the sense that Standard 

Dutch stylisations were predominantly associated with intellectualism, nerdiness, effeminacy, 

suHdued eﾏotioﾐs aﾐd a distaﾐIe fヴoﾏ oﾐeげs Hod┞, ┘heヴeas Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt ┘as aIIoﾏpaﾐied H┞ 
high emotions, being out of control, aggression, profanities, bodily fluids, sex, malodorosity, and the 

direct victims of physical agression (eyes, ears, nose, teeth and eyebrows). The importance, for these 

students, of the difference between high and low was evident too in how students repeatedly 

oriented to these distinctions in the flow of everyday life by highlighting those occasions when social 

hierarchies were more prominently installed, and the common-sense nature of the high-low 

dichotomy in the evidence on routine style shifting mentioned above. Additionally, it is not irrelevant 

that studeﾐts said that けdoiﾐg ヴidiIulousげ aﾐd using Antwerp dialect exaggeratedly was not really 

meant for girls, or at least when I asked about girls doing any exaggerated Antwerp dialect, this was 

deﾐied oヴ deploヴed if it happeﾐed: さit doesﾐげt suit theﾏざ, さthe┞ talk seヴiousl┞ざ aﾐd pヴefeヴaHl┞ aIt 
Iute aﾐd さIヴ┞ e┗eヴ┞ thヴee seIoﾐdsざ – in agreement with widespread ideologies on language and 

gender and with variationist findings on the male-female dichotomy with regard to standard and 

vernacular (cf. Eckert and McConnell-Giﾐet ヲヰヰンぶ. Also, けdoiﾐg ヴidiIulousげ itself ┘as fヴeケuently 

perceived as an activity that was hard to reconcile with a studious perspective: therefore, regardless 

of their actual socio-economic background and observable school fatigue, the (mostly white) 
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studeﾐts ┘ho didﾐげt paヴtiIipate iﾐ けdoiﾐg ヴidiIulousげ or were silent were usually seen as interested in 

sIhool, likiﾐg けseヴiousげ thiﾐgs oヴ ha┗iﾐg e┝peヴieﾐIes that ┘eヴe less eﾏotioﾐal, ﾏoヴe ヴestヴaiﾐed.12
 It 

might therefore not be overstated to say that these working class students had acquired a practical 

mastery of their socially and linguistically stratified circumstances (cf. Gal 1995), and that despite 

their local conceptions of Antwerp dialect as old and racist, the more widespread and long-standing 

potential of dialectal language features in a stratified and linguistically standardized society was 

difficult to ignore or outweighed the poteﾐtial けethﾐiIisatioﾐげ of the ┗aヴiet┞.   
 

Also quantitatively, if we compare stylisations of Antwerp dialect in an insider-outsider problematic 

versus a subordinate/authoritative one and situations in which Antwerp supports the formulation of 

profanities and abuse (see table 1), it is clear that the latter are predominant in my data (although a 

fair number of examples remain ambiguous):  

 

Table 1. Amount of stylisations of Antwerp dialect for different purposes  

Insiders vs. outsiders Subordinates vs. 

authorities 

Profanities, abuse Ambiguous 

8 40 18 19 

 

 Another reason why the age-old meaning potential of Antwerp dialect was difficult to ignore 

aﾐd that it Iould fuse easil┞ iﾐto speakeヴsげ dail┞ ┗eヴﾐaIulaヴ ┘as that it Iould seヴ┗e as a Hadge of 
vernacular competence and born-and-bredness as opposed to speakers who had recently arrived in 

the country aﾐd ┘ho ┘eヴe t┞pified aﾐd de┗alued as けtalkiﾐg illegalげ, that is, talkiﾐg Hヴokeﾐ DutIh as 
illegal refugees (Jaspers 2011; see also Chun 2009 for a similar case). Indeed, the vertical high-low 

contrast must be seen in relation to a horizontal and international axis that differentiates between 

locals and those who migrate into the country or city (Rampton 2011). Thus, in the following example, 

Antwerp dialect is used to differentiate from linguistically incompetent, recently arrived co-ethnics 

(rather than other-ethnics):  

 

Example 8. Bang some whores 
Setting: april 2002. Interview with Mourad [Mo M 21], Nordin [Mo M 22], Faisal [Mo M 20] en Jamal [Mo M 20]. JJ asks why 

pla┞ful iﾐIoﾏpeteﾐt DutIh is Ialled けillegalげ. Broken Dutch is in italics, Antwerp influences are in bold. (Simplified 

transcription) 

 

Original version 

 

English translation 

JJ: waarom [.] waarom heet da zo? 

Jamal:  daげs aIIeﾐt hé ﾏeﾐeeヴ 

JJ:  accent van wie? 

Faisal: pakt bijvoorbeeld pakt bijvoorbeeld der komt nen- 

pakt bijvoorbeeld hé . けk zal zeggeﾐ ﾐe ┗luIhteliﾐg  
van Marokko [.] die komt hier binnen [.]  

dieげs hieヴ ﾏissIhieﾐ eeﾐ jaaヴ [.] of een paar  

maanden en die wilt [.] iets uitleggen hé  

maar wij begrijpen die nie dus wa begint die [.]  

┘ilt zoげﾐ Hitje Nederlands [.] Arabisch praten dus  

die zegt zo: eeeh [traag:] ik wil zo naar gemeente  

gaan 

Jamal:  [lacht] 

Faisal: eh gemeente voor voor eh [   ] [.] [   ] is  

papieren [.] weete d-daげs illegaals want waarom 

daげs ﾐeﾐ illegaal die koﾏt ┗aﾐ Huiteﾐ ﾐaaヴ Hiﾐﾐeﾐ              
[.] 

Mourad: een allochtoon 

Nordin: en een nieuwe taal meneer ge kunt nooit van in げt   
begin vervoegen 

Faisal: ah ja [.] da kan moeilijk zijn dat die ineens  

JJ:  why [.] why is it called that way? 

Jamal: thatげs aIIeﾐt eh siヴ 

JJ: whose accent? 

Faisal: take for example take for example there comes a  

take for example eh [.] letげs sa┞ a ヴefugee  
from Morocco [.] who comes in here [.]  

┘hoげs heヴe foヴ ﾏa┞He a ┞eaヴ ぷ.へ or a couple of  

months and he wants [.] to explain something eh  

Hut ┘e doﾐげt uﾐderstand him so what doeshe do  

[.] he wants to talk a bit of Dutch [.]Arabic so 

he says: [slowly] uuuh I want to like this go town  

hall  

Jamal: [laughs] 

Faisal: uh town hall for for [  ], [  ] thatげs  
documents [.] you know th-thatげs illegal Iozげ why?  

thatげs aﾐ illegal ┘ho Ioﾏes fヴoﾏ outside ぷaﾐd  
goes] inside [.] 

Mourad: aﾐ けalloIhthoﾐげ 
Nordin: and a new language sir you can never  

conjugate right from the start 

Faisal: oh yeh [.] it would be difficult for him to suddenly  
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binnenkomt van [geeft klap, sneller]  

hé mannen wildegij mij eens de gemeente  

                       [ ] 

laten zien [.] want eh [..]  

ik kom wa papieren halen [.] kopiekes maken [.]  

[           ]        [    
faxen ditte en datte [.] nog wa hoeren poepen 

[  ]                             [        ]  

JJ:  maar da kunnen er [lacht] ook zijn van eh  

vluchtelingen van Marokko dus[.]niet enkel Polen? 

Faisal:  zeker en vast  

Jamal:  da zén de vluchtelingen van Marokko hé 

 

enter and [hits the table, faster]  

hey guys [.] can you show me the town hall [.]  

 

because uhm [.]  

Iげﾏ coming to get some documents [.] make  

some little copies [.]  

fax aﾐげ all [.] bang some whores 

 

JJ: but they can come [laughs] so they can also be  

                  uh refugees from Morocco [.] not just Poland? 

Faisal:  definitely 

Jamal: those are the ヴefugees fヴoﾏ MoヴoIIo isﾐげt it 

 

 

Faisal dヴa┘s up a Ioﾐtヴast Het┘eeﾐ ヴeIeﾐt iﾏﾏigヴaﾐts aﾐd theﾏsel┗es ふさ┘e doﾐげt uﾐdeヴstaﾐd hiﾏざぶ, 
aﾐd Mouヴad e┗eﾐ Ialls theﾏ aﾐ さalloIhthoﾐざ, a laHel that typically applied to themselves in Flemish 

public discourse. Linguistically he underlines the contrast by presenting the immigrant as slow and 

stammering, using Arabic lexemes and talking Dutch with a heavy accent, and by presenting a 

competent persona as talking swifter, using appropriate lexemes in relation to documents (copies, 

faxing), with a typical diminutive (kopiekes instead of standard kopietjes ぷけlittle Iopiesげへ) and a 

characteristic Antwerp lexeme (poepen, for banging). In all, this is far from a drastic shift, and not an 

eﾐtiヴel┞ Ioﾐsisteﾐt oﾐe eitheヴ ふgi┗eﾐ that oﾐl┞ paヴts of ┘hat Faisalげs Ioﾏpetent persona says can be 

safely seen as typically Antwerp dialect), but it is clear that Antwerp dialect features here help to 

sigﾐal けiﾐtegヴatioﾐげ iﾐto Fleﾏish soIiet┞ oヴ the eﾐd-point in a line of development (which apparently 

for Faisal also implies sexual competence). And the incomplete shift itself illustrates that the 

Houﾐdaヴ┞ Het┘eeﾐ these studeﾐtsげ o┘ﾐ ヴoutiﾐe speeIh aﾐd Antwerp dialect could become quite 

blurred.  

 The room for fusion was not unlimited, however. Although some typical dialect lexemes 

(such as poepen, above) were popular, there were several occasions in my data when the use of 

other typical lexemes was derided or deplored. Thus, at one point, Zacharia, of Moroccan descent, 

┘as se┗eヴel┞ deヴided foヴ usiﾐg the le┝eﾏe けgezjoeptげ ふstolen, in English), and in interviews, students 

of Moroccan descent and theiヴ ┘hite Ilassﾏates iﾐ faIt Ioﾏﾏeﾐted oﾐ けo┗eヴdoiﾐg itげ, thereby 

pヴeseﾐtiﾐg a le┝eﾏe that ┘as too dialeItal aﾐd suggestiﾐg a けﾐoヴﾏalげ, けe┗eヴ┞da┞げ, i.e. less dialectal 

and more standard, alternative for it. This is actually in keeping with variationist research on Flemish 

dialects (Vandekerckhove 2009) that shows that lexemes seem to bear the brunt in processes of 

dialect loss rather than phonological and morpho-syntactical elements. Another constraint to fusion 

with Antwerp dialect, as much as with any non-Antwerpian Dutch vernacular, came from ethnic 

minority students who commented on the amount of Arabic or Berber that would be a part of 

routine speech. Jamal, for example, complained that he was sometimes held to account for talking 

けlike a Belgiaﾐげ aﾐd ﾐot iﾐIludiﾐg eﾐough Iode-switches into his daily speech.  

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In sum, I have tried to show that in spite of the importance of ethnic relations in established 

discourse on the social world, and despite the at first blush quite negative meanings attributed to 

Antwerp dialect by students of Moroccan descent, the more widespread and long-standing potential 

of dialectal language features in a stratified and linguistically standardized society seemed to 

outweigh their earlier ethnicisation. Of course, re-ethnicisation of the dialect remains a possibility, 

depending on what larger-scale socio-political processes take place in Belgian society, but at least for 

the time being, the data above show that Antwerp dialect is increasingly owned by teenagers who 

are not usually seen as its typical speakers. Indeed, rather than merely crossing into it (cf. Rampton 

1995), these data seem to indicate that Antwerp dialect is actually appropriated and recycled, albeit 

stripped of all too conspicuous lexemes, by teenagers who cannot claim to have inherited the variety 

or to have acquired it through early socialisation (all of my key informants came from Arabic and 
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Berber speaking homes). Consequently, even if a fusion of their own vernacular use of Dutch and 

Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt ┘as ﾐot uﾐIoﾐstヴaiﾐed, ethﾐiI ﾏiﾐoヴit┞ studeﾐtsげ uses of Antwerp dialect may 

actually point to how, against the backdrop of widespread dialect loss in Europe (cf. Vandekerckhove 

and Britain 2009), urban dialects may get reinvigorated as they give voice to the experiences of a 

new working class with roots in migration.  

 Next to this, although the above analysis points to the importance of attending to social 

stratification processes in the investigation of urban linguistic practices, in doing so it does not mean 

to say that ethnicity has now become irrelevant and that social class is the ﾐe┘, けaItualげ, diﾏeﾐsioﾐ 
that should be taken into account. Instead, it highlights the necessity of attending to ground-level 

interaction as a level of organization in its own right (cf. Goffman 1983), a level where interactional 

tendencies, conventions, and socio-political relations can be found which may have to be described 

in their own terms before trying to pinpoint their connection to higher-level meaﾐiﾐgs ふけgeﾐdeヴげ, 
けethﾐiIit┞げぶ. Since clearly, although in their explicit commentary on Antwerp dialect the teenagers 

above were quick to mention race relations, at the level of interaction the stylisation of Antwerp 

dialect actually suggested a more complex set of socio-political relations which it would hard to see 

as closely in synch with race relations.  

 Finally, this analysis may show that local vernaculars can be one of the tools with which 

established ethnic minorities reposition themselves vis-à-vis the influx of recent and/or temporary 

arrivals in the wake of the emergence of けsupeヴdi┗eヴsit┞げ (Fanshawe & Sriskandarajah 2010; Fong & 

Shibuya; Vertovec 2007). As the last example above shows, the teenagers in my data saw themselves 

as highly competent in contrast to recent immigrants, and one of the aspects of this competence was 

undoubtedly their ease and familiarity with the local vernacular. It is not unthinkable that as inner 

cities become increasingly diverse, the more will established residents seek ways of expressing a 

sense of local belonging oヴ けiﾐsideヴﾐessげ, although once inside, they will have to situate themselves, 

or find themselves situated, on a socio-economic and semiotic high-low axis. The data above show 

that in appropriating Antwerp dialect features, urban teenagers with a migration history tend to 

situate themselves at the lower end of this axis.  
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NOTES  

                                                           
1
 “tudeﾐts ha┗e to atteﾐd sIhool uﾐtil ヱΒ iﾐ Belgiuﾏ, Hut it isﾐげt uﾐIoﾏﾏoﾐ that studeﾐts ┘ho ha┗e to ヴepeat a 

year (or two) still try to get their secondary school degree.  

 
2 21 of the 35 students (in two classes) were Flemish-Moroccan, 10 of them were white, 3 were of Turkish 

desIeﾐt; theヴe ┘as oﾐl┞ oﾐe ふ┘hiteぶ giヴl, despite the sIhoolげs e┝pliIit atteﾏpts at le┗elliﾐg geﾐdeヴ thヴesholds 
┘ith ヴegaヴd to a けﾏaleげ suHject as electro-mechanics. 

 
3 In April 2004, some of Flemish Blocげs ﾐoﾐ-profit organizations were found in breach of the racism law by a 

Belgian appeals court, after which the party re-ﾐaﾏed itself けFleﾏish Iﾐteヴestげ ふVlaams Belang). 
4 Which illustrates that ethnic divisions in class were not insurmountable and that there was room for 

HeIoﾏiﾐg a ﾏeﾏHeヴ. Oﾐ aﾐotheヴ oIIasioﾐ it ┘as said that さBelgiaﾐs the┞ ヴeall┞ ﾐeed a lot of tiﾏe, the┞ ﾐeed 
┞eaヴs to looseﾐ upざ, aﾐd ┘heﾐ a Iouple of ﾏoﾐths iﾐto ﾏ┞ field┘oヴk I interacted spontaneously with students 

of MoヴoIIaﾐ desIeﾐt this ┘as gヴeeted ┘ith Ioﾏﾏeﾐts suIh as さ┞ouげ┗e Ihaﾐged ﾏaﾐ!ざ, aﾐd さhe┞, ┞ouげヴe 
staヴtiﾐg to leaヴﾐ fヴoﾏ us!ざ.  
 
5 One of my nicknames during the fieldwork.  

 
6
 In another interview, Mourad explains that when Flemish-Moroccans would produce sloppy or bad Dutch, 

this ┘ould pヴo┗oke ヴaIist utteヴaﾐIes fヴoﾏ ┘hite Belgiaﾐs: さlook, espeIiall┞ as a MoヴoIIaﾐ, if ┞ou staヴt talkiﾐg to 
Belgians with a language like pam paﾏ theﾐ the┞げll sa┞ theﾐ the┞げll thiﾐk ぷAﾐt┘erp dialect:] man, this wog 

doesﾐげt kﾐo┘ aﾐy DutIh Hut, Hut ┘heﾐ ┞ouげヴe like us theﾐ- theﾐ the┞げll thiﾐk ぷAﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt:へ freakiﾐげ hell! 
they speak Hetter DutIh thaﾐ us dash it ho┘げs this possiHle? [laughter] (see also Jaspers 2005). 

 
7
 Transcription conventions:  

Bold  Stylisation 

CAPITALS Increased volume 

?  Rising contour 

.  Falling contour 

[.]  short pause  

[..]  longer pause 

[text]  stage directions and details 

(           )  inaudible 

(text)  analyst guess 

Italics  emphasis, or translation from Arabic 

|  start of new turn  

 
8
 Possibly HeIause the teaIheヴ didﾐげt heaヴ it due to all the ﾐoise, oヴ ﾏa┞He deIided ﾐot to Ioﾏﾏeﾐt oﾐ it 

e┝pliIitl┞ siﾐIe this ┘ould oﾐl┞ eﾐIouヴage Faisal to do it agaiﾐ ┘hile it also Ioﾏes iﾐ haﾐd┞ that he doesﾐげt ha┗e 
to comment on the actual misbehaviour himself anymore.  

 
9
 And this was not the only occasion on which Faisal imitated his technology teacher. 

 
10

 This was in fact almost a copy of what happened at start of the lesson where after he was dressed down for 

entering the class late (see example 5), he also protested that けhe ┘asﾐげt a sﾏall Ihild aﾐ┞ﾏoヴeげ.  
 
11

 ‘aﾏptoﾐ ふヱΓΓヵぶ desIヴiHes ho┘ a ┗aヴiet┞ like Cヴeole got iﾐteヴ┘o┗eﾐ ┘ith his iﾐfoヴﾏaﾐtsげ dail┞ ┗eヴﾐaIulaヴ, Hut 
Cヴeole ┘as looked upoﾐ ﾏuIh ﾏoヴe fa┗ouヴaHl┞ thaﾐ Aﾐt┘eヴp dialeIt ふit ┘as ヴegaヴded as the けfutuヴe laﾐguageげ, 
and related to black music genres). Likewise, he describes how Stylised Asian English, which was predominantly 

stylised vari-directionally, could also function uni-directionally, but this was only in the frame of structured 

games, not in non-playful, regular interaction; and when SAE was used uni-diヴeItioﾐall┞ さtheヴe ┘as ﾐot aﾐ┞ 
ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐt to┘aヴds a fusioﾐ of diffeヴeﾐt ┗oiIesざ ふヱΓΓヵ: ヲヲヴぶ ┘hiIh iﾐ Ioﾐtヴast appeaヴs to He the Iase ┘ith 
Antwerp dialect in my data.  

 
12

 In the meantime, those Moroccan-Flemish classmates who were less performance-minded or school-

ambitious were happy that they were not in the verbal line of fire.  


